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About This Content

The Tumbled Oculi Pack contains an assortment of tumbled oculis : 2 Red, 2 Blue, 2 Green, 1 Yellow, 1 Turquoise, 1 Purple
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Title: Tumbled Oculi Pack
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Ubisoft Montréal
Publisher:
Ubisoft
Release Date: 30 Apr, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8/8.1 (32/64bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core2Duo E8200 @ 2.6 GHz or AMD Athlon II X2 240 @ 2.8 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8800 GT or AMD Radeon HD2900 XT (512MB VRAM with Shader Model 4.0 or higher)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

Additional Notes: Windows-compatible keyboard and mouse required, optional Microsoft XBOX360 controller or compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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Would be better if we could have playable variations of Towa's abilities, like science escape. This is more an opinion than a
review. ^^; My apologies in advance!. Great game, love it.. Got it in the summer sale and still consider it a waste of money.
Terrible level design, painful voice acting, basically just a confusing buggy mess. Possibly the worst thing ever made with the
excellent Unreal Engine.. A heavily underplayed and underrated game, especially for being one of a kind
Turn based (yet real time) combat using a body? Pardon my language but that's freaking sick, yo!

Easy to mess around with at the beginning, the skill floor is reasonable but the skill ceiling is extremely high - so maybe get your
friends into it so that you can play for casual quick fun or maybe practice to skill based mindgame level of competition

Replay value extreme - especially since you have replays you can save of every battle
Not to mention mods (which I've yet to try) that look promising indeed

it's FREE TO PLAY so yeah please do grab a friend and pull em into Toribash so you can pull their arm off only to make them
slap their own head off

My only con is probably the website - it's ancient, they could do with some optimizing (not that it's really needed to use, that's
mostly for customizing I think... but it really would encourage people to buy cosmetics and whatnot). I come here expecting to
play as Kim.
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I played this on console when it came out, had a few hundred hours on it.

I strongly recommend this game, it's an incredible action adventure from start to finish, with a combat system second to none.

It does have a downside, it has a very tedious story mode over the other DMC games, and involves way too much backtracking,
covering the same ground, reusage of assests, etc....

Still great regardless of this.

(DMC 3 SE is still my favorite. >.> ). Has potential, but the developer needs more experience. that or RPG maker is having
issues i did not know about. while i admire the developers attempt, they should probably attempt to polish and streamline the
game. Many things are unacounted for, and the games interfaces are extremely clunky. Good Start, but it really needs to be
better. I would suggest holding off for a bit longer until the dev gets around to improving his games performance\/ interface and
quality in general.. I'm about an hour into this game (on my friend's account) and I can already tell it's special. The mechanics
are crazy fun and my friend and I have been laughing the whole time we've been playing (no friendship-ending fights yet). If
you've got friends and maybe even a couple drinks on hand, I HIGHLY recommend playing this game, lol.

Killa Kill is the best character, sorry bout it. Unplayable with the server issue, constant disconect.

With the game had gone rid off the microtransaction, what's the use of always online anymore?

if you only hope to provide service to NA player restrict the avaliablity region for purchase, many of online games on steam
does that.

always online isn't the issue, the naivity of the publisher is.

TL;DR Don't sell me product that doesn't work. you can increase the size of your balls...

10\/10. Its a cute game, but those 'escort the robot' missions are difficult. The enemy characters dead bodies will cover the entire
screen, as well as the robot you are protecting. This wasn't too much of a problem until over half way in hard mode, to the point
where I could no longer see the robot whatsoever, and continuously got a game over.
. it was actually decently fun but the servers are down
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